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This document presents the results from the Distances subgroup of the Cosmic Frontier
Community Planning Study (Snowmass 2013). We summarize the current state of the
field as well as future prospects and challenges. In addition to the established probes
using Type Ia supernovae and baryon acoustic oscillations, we also consider prospective
methods based on clusters, active galactic nuclei, gravitational wave sirens and strong
lensing time delays.
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1. Executive Summary
A basic paradigm of physics is that if one measures the distance to an object as a
function of time, one can determine its velocity and acceleration. Add dynamics and
one can find the forces, either from F = ma or Gµν = 8piTµν , and from these one can
determine the nature of the underlying matter. Already distance measurements have
shown that the cosmological constant, long disowned as being no more than theoretically
allowable, is in fact a necessity. What remains to be seen is whether the Universe is
pervaded by a uniform and never-changing energy density, an energy density that varies
in time and perhaps position, or whether describing the Universe as a whole by General
Relativity fails. Whatever future experiments reveal, the simple plot of the distance scale
of the Universe as a function of time will be one of the primary icons of physical science.
As the Copernican picture of the solar system removed our privileged perspective at the
center of the Universe, the cosmological distance plot shows that the baryons, the matter
that composes our physical essence, represent a minority fraction of the energy content
of the Universe.
The data for this plot so far come primarily from measurements of Type Ia super-
novae (SNe Ia) and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and these will be the sources of
streams of data in coming years. The Dark Energy Survey (DES) and Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST) will provide an essentially limitless supply of supernova, thou-
sands, then hundreds of thousands. The challenge is to make measurements thoroughly
enough to mitigate systematic uncertainties, especially those that are functions of red-
shift. Detailed studies of nearby supernovae are beginning to provide clues for how to
do this. Much would be gained if observations could be made from space, but some of
the gain could be achieved if we could make ground-based observations that avoid the
atmospheric lines in the near infrared.
The subtle pattern of anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background, just one part in
105, is just the two dimensional boundary of a three-dimensional feature, the fluctuations
in matter density throughout space. The counterpart of the oscillations in the CMB
power spectrum is a peak in the correlation between the densities at points separated
by 150 Mpc, left behind by baryon acoustic oscillations in the early Universe. This very
large meter stick can be observed at redshifts out as far as z = 1.6 using galaxies as
traces of matter density, and even out to z = 3 using light from quasars. The current
experiment, the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [1], is likely to report
a distance measurement soon at 1% accuracy and ultimately will provide two or perhaps
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three. The successor BAO experiment, Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI),
should provide more than a dozen independent distance measurements.
If our basic understanding is correct, the supernova and BAO measurements should be
in absolute agreement. The distance-versus-time curve of the Universe is so fundamental
that exploring it with completely different techniques is essential. A basic disagreement
would challenge our current picture, just as the discovery of the accelerating Universe
upset the earlier picture. Provided the measurements agree, we can go on to see that
they are consistent with expectations for a Universe containing 30% matter and 70%
nearly-constant energy density. Finally, we will ask whether the nearly constant part is
really constant. How well can data exclude a cosmological constant?
To measure progress in determining the expansion history of the Universe a simple
quantitative characterization was proposed by the 2006 Dark Energy Task Force. The
equation of state of the dark energy, w = p/ρ, which is −1 for the cosmological constant
can be expanded as w = w0 + (1 − a)wa, where a = 1/(1 + z) is the size-scale of the
Universe relative to its size today, when a = 1 and z = 0. The DETF figure-of-merit
is simply the reciprocal of the area of the error ellipse in the w0 − wa plane, suitably
normalized. This figure-of-merit is calculated using input from projections from the
full Planck survey and from existing or projected results from the various dark energy
experiments.
The cosmic expansion history is a fundamental element of the physics of our Universe.
Ideally we would map it accurately at all redshifts. Within a cosmological model such as
cold dark matter plus dynamical dark energy, the precision on the dark energy equation
of state w(z) = w0 +waz/(1 + z) starts to plateau for measurements beyond z ≈ 1.5− 2.
However, even within a cosmological constant model the dark energy contributes nearly
10% of the cosmic energy density at z = 2 and alters the deceleration parameter by 25%.
Surprises could certainly await as we probe to these redshifts and beyond. Thus next
generation experiments aim to map cosmic distances to z ≈ 2, as outlined in the Rocky
III report, while keeping in mind potential techniques to improve our understanding
further.
Anticipated progress in direct distance measurements is shown in Fig. 1. Today, 580
SNe Ia lead to 1% precision measurements at the lowest redshifts, with uncertainties
climbing to roughly 5% over the redshift interval 1 < z < 1.5. DES will lower uncertain-
ties in the 2015-2020 timeframe, while LSST and WFIRST will have a larger impact in
the longer-term. Measurements of the BAO feature in the Lyman-α forest with BOSS
confirm deceleration at z = 2.4. In the next 5 years, eBOSS will provide three new 1-2%
precision measurements over the interval 0.6 < z < 2, while the combination of Prime
Focus Spectrograph (PFS) and Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment (HET-
DEX) will offer nine measurements at ∼ 2% precision at fairly uniform spacing over the
interval 0.8 < z < 3.5. More generally, the future experiments DESI, WFIRST, and Eu-
clid are expected to fill in the entire expansion history of the Universe from deceleration
to acceleration.
While supernovae and BAO are established techniques, other distance probes could
provide independent reduction of statistical uncertainty, check of systematic bias, and
different sensitivity to dark energy parameters. Galaxy clusters, gravitational lensing
time delays, reverberation mapping of AGNs, and gravitational wave sirens have been
identified as having the potential to be developed into competitive probes in the future,
and could drive the field in the post-LSST era.
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Figure 1: Measurement uncertainties of the distance scale from current and near-term SN Ia and BAO
projects. The top panels represent the projected distance measurements as a function of redshift. The
second, third, and fourth rows of panels represent the current uncertainties, projected uncertainties in
2015–2020, and projected uncertainties after 2020, respectively. Uncertainty envelopes are shaded to
guide the eye. Projections are based on a ΛCDM Cosmology (h = 0.673, ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685).
Left: Compilation of current and future measurements of conformal distance D(z). Right: Compilation
of current and future measurements of expansion rate history H(z)/(1 + z).
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2. Galaxy Redshift Surveys: Baryon Acoustic Oscillations and Alcock-Paczynski
Effect
2.1. Executive Summary
Sound waves propagating in the first 400,000 years after the Big Bang imprint a
characteristic scale in the clustering of matter in the Universe. The baryon acoustic
oscillations produce a reasonably sharp peak in the correlation function of galaxies and
other cosmic tracers at a comoving scale of 150 Mpc [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The length
scale of this feature can be accurately predicted from the simple physics of the early
Universe and the measurements of the CMB anisotropies. Using this standard ruler, we
can measure the angular diameter distance and the Hubble parameter as functions of
redshift [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The method was extensively described in the
recent Weinberg et al. review [19].
The BAO method has several important advantages. First, the simplicity of the
physics and the very large physical scale involved make the method highly robust. Cur-
rent theory suggests that the measurements at z < 3 can be made to the cosmic variance
limit without being limited by systematic uncertainties. Second, the method affords a
high level of statistical precision, particularly at z > 0.5. Third, the method allows a
direct probe of H(z), further increasing the leverage at z > 1. Fourth, the method allows
a direct connection to the angular acoustic scale of the CMB, placing strong constraints
on the spatial curvature of the Universe.
The primary challenge of the BAO method is the need for large redshift surveys.
Surveys to z = 2 aimed at extracting most of the BAO information require of order 50
million galaxies. At z > 2, it is likely that Lyman-α forest methods are more advanta-
geous (e.g. [20]). The BOSS experiment is presently measuring the BAO from 1/4 of
the sky at z < 0.7, as well as conducting first measurements from the Lyman-α forest at
z > 2. Surveys in the coming decade will extend our view at z > 0.7 by over an order of
magnitude in cosmic volume.
2.2. Context
The acoustic peaks were predicted over 40 years ago but only first detected in the
CMB in 1999-2000. The first detections in lower redshift galaxy data took another 5 years
[21, 22]. The large scale of the acoustic peak means that enormous cosmic volumes are
required to detect the signal; only recent generations of surveys have reached the requisite
volume. However, the signal has now been detected by several different groups in six
distinct spectroscopic data sets [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] as well as in two photometric
redshift data sets [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. The detection in the SDSS-III BOSS Data
Release 9 analysis [27] is itself 5σ; when combined with lower-redshift SDSS-II data, this
reaches 6.5σ. The detection of the acoustic peaks in the CMB anisotopy data is exquisite.
At this point, there is no question of the existence of the acoustic peak at low redshift,
only the need to improve the measurement of its scale.
The best current BAO data set is that of the SDSS-III BOSS, which has published
measurements of a 1.7% distance to z = 0.57 [27]. Improvements to about 1% precision
are imminent. At lower redshift, SDSS-II produced a 1.9% distance measurement to
z = 0.35 [34, 35]; this measurement will soon be improved by BOSS due to higher galaxy
sampling density and somewhat more sky area. Furthermore, the 6dF Galaxy Survey
produced a 4.5% measurement at z = 0.1 [25]; this will improve only slightly in the
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future. At higher redshift, the WiggleZ survey measured the acoustic peak in a sampling
reaching z = 1, but the aggregate precision is about 4% at z = 0.6 [26], now superceded
by BOSS.
BOSS is also establishing a new view of the BAO using the clustering of the inter-
galactic medium at 2 < z < 3 as revealed by the Lyman-α forest [36, 20]. The forest
refers to the fluctuating scattering of light from distant quasars by the neutral hydrogen
absorption in the 121.6 nm transition from the ground to first excited state. Each quasar
provides a (noisy) map of the density of the intergalactic medium between us and the
quasar. Using many quasars, BOSS can infer a 3-dimensional map of the IGM and study
the large-scale clustering within the map. This has yielded a first detection of the BAO
at z > 1 and a 3% measurement of the Hubble parameter at z = 2.3 [37, 38].
Looking to the coming decade, the BAO method will continue to provide a precise
and accurate measurement of the cosmic distance scale.
First, regarding precision, the BAO method requires surveys of very large cosmic vol-
umes with sufficient sampling to detect fluctuations at wavenumbers of order 0.2h Mpc−1.
The sampling requirement is modest, typically of order 10−4–10−3h3 galaxies per Mpc3,
which is well below the density of galaxies such as the Milky Way. This means that
one can choose galaxies that are more observationally convenient, e.g., those that are
brighter, have stronger spectral features, are easier to pre-select, etc.
However, the volume requirement is ambitious. Reaching below 1% precision requires
surveys of a fair fraction of the sky. Fortunately, multiplexed spectrographs on dedicated
telescopes make this possible. Moreover, because there is a particular size of the observ-
able Universe at a given redshift, there is a maximum amount of information that can
be learned from the BAO method at a given redshift. This limitation is called cosmic
variance.
Figure 2 shows the forecasts for the available precision from the measurement of the
acoustic peak. This is assuming realistic sampling and performance from reconstruction
(to be explained below), with the Fisher matrix forecasts from [39] and logarithmic bins in
1+z. One can see that precisions better than 0.2% in the angular diameter distance and
0.4% in the Hubble parameter are available at z > 1. Precisions at z < 1 degrade because
of the smaller cosmic volumes, but are still better than 1% at z > 0.3. Uncertainties will
increase as the inverse square root of the fraction of the sky covered by the survey.
It is commonly assumed that because dark energy is subdominant to matter at z > 1,
there are diminishing returns in studying it at earlier epochs. This is not necessarily true,
simply because the precision of the measurements available to cosmic structure surveys
increases strongly with redshift. Figure 3 explores this in a simplified manner, taking
the uncertainties only from H(z). Measurements of H(z) are measurements of the total
density of the Universe at that redshift; subtracting off the matter component reveals
the dark energy. This figure shows that although the fractional importance of dark
energy is dropping at z > 1, the available precision on H(z) is still sufficient to make 5%
measurements of the dark energy density. Our goal is then to see whether this density is
different from today. If one compares each point to a known density today and infers the
uncertainty on the power-law exponent of the evolution (parameterized by the familiar
w choice), then one finds a broad maximum in the performance from z = 0.7 to z = 2.5.
The longer redshift baseline at z > 1 compensates for the slowly decreasing precision on
the dark energy density. This calculation is just illustrative; it assumes perfect knowledge
of the matter density and dark energy density at z = 0 (but these are likely measurable
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Figure 2: The available precision, reported as the fractional uncertainty on DA(z) and H(z). This preci-
sion assumes a measurement of the BAO for a full-sky survey with realistic sampling and reconstruction
performance, based on Fisher matrix forecasts from [39]. The horizontal bars represent the size of each
bin for which the fractional uncertainty is reported. Uncertainties will increase as the inverse square
root of the fraction of the sky covered by a survey. One can see that precisions better than 0.2% in the
angular diameter distance and 0.4% in the Hubble parameter are available at z > 1. Precisions at z < 1
degrade because of the smaller cosmic volumes, but are still better than 1% at z > 0.3. From [19]; see
paper for more explanation.
to levels to make their uncertainties subdominant in the comparison). It also neglects all
of the angular diameter distance information and doesn’t combine more than one redshift
bin.
Next, regarding accuracy, the robustness of the BAO method comes primarily from
the simplicity of the early Universe and the relativistic speed of the early sound waves.
Our theories of the recombination era are exquisitely tested with the anisotropy mea-
surements of CMB experiments, most notably the WMAP and Planck satellites and
arcminute-scale ground-based experiments. From these measurements, we now know the
acoustic scale to better than 1%, and many possible alterations to the theory have been
sharply ruled out. Deviations from the adiabatic cold dark matter theory are now highly
constrained!
The relativistic speed of sound before recombination causes the acoustic scale to
be 150 Mpc, which is much larger than the scale of non-linear gravitational collapse
even today. Large N-body simulations have found that the shift of the acoustic scale
due to large-scale gravitational flows is only 0.3% at z = 0 [40, 41]; these results are
also found with perturbation theories [42]. The processes of galaxy formation occur on
scales well below the acoustic scale, but the small different weighting of the overdense
and underdense regions do cause an additional shift, of order 0.5% in more extreme cases
[42, 43]. These shifts are expected to be well predicted by simulations and mock catalogs,
with uncertainties in the corrections below the statistical limit of about 0.1%.
The method of density-field reconstruction aims to sharpen the acoustic peak by
undoing the low-order non-linearity of the large-scale density field [44, 45]. Tests in sim-
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Figure 3: A simple exploration of the impact of measurements ofH(z) from the BAO. In each redshift bin
(represented by the horizontal bars) from Figure 2, we map the measurement of H(z) to a measurement
of the dark energy density, having subtracted off the matter density, which is assumed to be known from
the combination of CMB and lower redshift data. The black points show the fractional uncertainty on
the dark energy density, which is better than 5% even at z ∼ 2. The blue arrow shows the fractional
uncertainty on that density that would result from a hypothetical 1% measurement of H0. If we then
combine this measurement with a known density of dark energy at low redshift, then we can infer a
power-law evolution, parameterized by the familiar w parameter. These uncertainties are the red points.
Note that the increasing lever arm toward higher redshift tends to cancel the decreasing performance,
yielding a broad optimum in the 0.7 < z < 2.5 range. From [19]; see paper for more explanation.
ulations show that reconstruction has the additional benefit of removing these systematic
shifts, providing another way to suppress systematic uncertainties.
The BAO method is also highly robust as an experimental method. The core mea-
surements are that of angles and wavelengths, which are routinely done in astronomy to
much higher precision than is required. The key requirement is the angular homogeneity
of the survey, and there are numerous ways to calibrate this with minimal loss of BAO
signal [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Note, however, that the requirements for calibration of the
redshift distortion or Alcock-Paczynski measurements are substantially more stringent.
One recently discovered astrophysical effect that can affect the acoustic scale pecu-
liarly is the early relative velocity between baryons and dark matter [51]. This velocity
modulates the formation of the smallest early protogalaxies, which may in turn affect the
properties of their larger descendents (although many practitioners expect the effect at
late times to be undetectably small). This modulation is due to the same pressure forces
that create the BAO, and the impact could shift the measured acoustic scale. How-
ever, [52] shows that this effect also creates a distinctive three-point clustering signal in
the BAO survey data that allow one to measure the amount of the shift and avoid the
systematic uncertainties.
In summary, we expect that the distance scale information available in the clustering
of matter at z < 3 can be extracted with sub-dominant systematic uncertainties even
for full-sky “cosmic-variance-limited” surveys. An aggregate precision of 0.1% allows a
remarkable view of the cosmic distance scale at intermediate redshifts.
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2.3. New projects
The BOSS project is measuring the BAO at z < 0.7, with a first look at z > 2.
However, this leaves substantial swaths of cosmic volume to be surveyed in the coming
decade. New galaxy surveys will focus on 0.7 < z < 3, while a much denser grid of
quasars will substantially improve the constraints from the Lyman-α forest.
The primary DOE-led project is DESI. This proposes to use a new wide-field spec-
trograph on the Mayall 4-m telescope at Kitt Peak to perform a massive new survey
of 35 million galaxies over 18,000 square degrees. This will include a dense sample of
emission-line galaxies at 0.7 < z < 2 as well as a sharply improved sampling of the
Lyman-α forest beyond z = 2.
eBOSS within SDSS-IV will build on the successful SDSS-III BOSS program. It will
use the existing instrument with new targeting to provide a first percent-level look at
BAO in the 0.7 < z < 2 redshift range, using a sample of quasars and galaxies. It
will also improve the sampling of the Lyman-α forest. eBOSS will continue to build the
momentum of BOSS toward DESI science, providing an improved data set for continued
development of the large-scale structure methodology as well as key training sets for
DESI target selection.
The HETDEX project is building a large set of integral-field spectrographs for the
Hobby-Eberly Telescope. With these, they will conduct a blank-field search for bright
Lyman-α emitting galaxies at 1.9 < z < 3.8. The initial survey will start in 2014 and
cover 400 square degrees, with a sampling density that is somewhat sparse but still useful
for BAO. We know of no planned extension of this technique to 104 square degrees. We
believe that the Lyman-α forest method is the more efficient route to the cosmic variance
limit at these redshifts.
The PFS project is building a wide-field fiber spectrograph for Subaru. It will survey
about 1500 square degrees to fainter levels than DESI. While this is enough to measure a
BAO signal, the major goals of PFS are in galaxy evolution and smaller-scale clustering.
DESI’s much wider survey area is better optimized for BAO and large-scale clustering.
Euclid is a European Space Agency mission to study dark energy. It will perform
slitless spectroscopy in the near-infrared over 15,000 square degrees, reaching to z = 2
but with most signal in the 0.7 < z < 1.5 range. The satellite is scheduled to launch in
2020 with a six-year mission lifetime.
WFIRST is a NASA project. It will provide a wide-field slitless spectroscopy capa-
bility. Likely it will aim for denser samples than Euclid over somewhat smaller areas.
WFIRST is currently planning to launch in the early- to mid-2020’s.
The major imaging surveys such as DES and LSST will measure BAO using pho-
tometric redshifts. However, the lack of redshift precision causes the BAO signal to be
blurred out, particularly along the line-of-sight. This is a substantial loss to the con-
straints on DA and a total loss of H(z). The Spanish PAU and JPAS projects aim to
remedy this by using medium-band filters to obtain higher photometric redshift precision,
at a substantial loss in imaging depth.
An intriguing recent idea is to study the BAO at radio wavelengths using the 21 cm
line. In most cases, one does not resolve individual galaxies but instead measures the
3-dimensional large-scale structure at > 10′ scale with large interferometric arrays. This
is known as intensity mapping. The CHIME project aims to build a 100 meter square
filled interferometer using a cylindrical telescope array [53] and conduct a lengthy survey
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at 0.8 < z < 2.5. If the foregrounds can be adequately controlled, CHIME would be
a powerful demonstrator of the 21 cm method and would yield excellent cosmological
information. Other projects include the FFT-based Omniscope [54] and the Baryon
Acoustic Oscillation Broadband and Broad-beam (BAOBAB) interferometer array [55].
The challenge in intensity mapping is the removal of other radio emission, which is about
104 brighter, but expected to be spectrally smooth.
Moving beyond intensity mapping, the SKA could enable an HI-redshift survey of a
billion galaxies, reaching the sample variance limit over half the sky out to z = 3 [56],
which would be a good approximation to the ultimate BAO experiment.
2.4. Beyond BAO
The acoustic peak may be the headliner from these cosmological surveys, but it is far
from the only source of information from redshift surveys designed to study cosmology
and dark energy.
Modifications of gravity can be tested by the growth of structure as revealed by the
correlation of peculiar velocities and densities known as redshift-space distortions [57].
The total mass of neutrinos can be measured by the tilt of the clustering power spectrum
[58]. Non-Gaussianity from inflation can be measured either in two-point clustering from
the largest scales or in higher-point clustering [59]. And in the largest samples, we may
improve upon the CMB measurements of the matter density and spectral tilt [59].
These items are discussed in contributed white papers. Here, we discuss an oppor-
tunity that is specific to the cosmic distance scale, namely the Alcock-Paczynski (A-P)
effect [60]. This is simply the idea that an intrinsically spherical object or pattern in the
Hubble flow will appear ellipsoidal if one assumes the wrong cosmology. From this, one
measures the product of the angular diameter distance and the Hubble parameter. As
with the BAO, this is of particular interest at higher redshift, where the H(z) information
more directly reveals the density of dark energy. The BAO method itself is an example
of the A-P effect, but with an object of known size.
The A-P effect requires the object to be in the Hubble flow, so we generally focus on
large-scale clustering, whether in the two-point function or non-Gaussian effects such as
the shapes of voids [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. In principle, the A-P effect can be
measured more precisely than simply the ellipticity of the BAO ring. This is because the
A-P effect is a modulation of the broad-band clustering, rather than the weak oscillation
of the BAO, and because the A-P effect can be measured to higher wavenumbers, where
there are lots of modes.
The challenge of the A-P effect is that it is partially degenerate with the apparent
ellipticity of clustering caused by redshift-space distortions. The two effects do have dis-
tinct dependences on wavenumber, so with a sufficient range of scales one can separate
them [70]. However, the redshift-space distortions are of order unity ellipticity, whereas
the precision of the BAO ellipticity is expected to be below 1% and perhaps reach 0.3%.
Hence, for the broadband A-P effect to improve on the BAO information, we need to
remove the redshift-distortion effects to better than one part in 100. This is a signifi-
cant modeling challenge. There are also observational systematics, as the surveys must
calibrate the amplitude of their radial and transverse clustering measurements.
Nevertheless, the data sets to be taken for BAO measurements will permit the A-P
analyses to proceed. Furthermore, the modeling required is the same as for the redshift-
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distortion measurement of growth of structure. If the modeling can succeed, then the
A-P effect can notably improve the H(z) measurements at z > 1.
3. Type Ia Supernovae
3.1. Executive summary
Type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia) provided the first direct evidence for the accelerating
expansion of the Universe and today remain a leading probe of cosmology. Looking
toward the new experiments coming in the next decade, supernovae will maintain a
critical role in the study of dark energy by providing the expansion history of the Universe
to unprecedented accuracy over expanded redshift ranges. To achieve this goal, we affirm
our support of the recommendations given for the upcoming supernova program given in
the DOE/HEP Dark Energy Science Program: Status and Opportunities report, outlined
in detail in the following subsection.
Progress requires a coordinated program, including improvements to low- and high-
redshift observing programs, supernova modeling, and analysis procedures; using knowl-
edge gained in conjunction allows us to suppress the well-understood systematic uncer-
tainties that limit current results. Low-redshift surveys contribute by providing hundreds
of intensely observed SNe Ia, the data from which we draw empirical relations and inform
theoretical models that predict luminosities. The “cosmology” workhorses are the Stage
IV ground-based experiment LSST and the space-based mission Wide-Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST), which will provide unprecedented numbers of supernovae
with exquisite data light curves, over the broad redshift range in which we measure dis-
tances. New technologies must be developed to allow ground-based spectroscopic follow-
up to complement the photometric observations of LSST. Stage IV experiments require
Stage IV analysis tools; advanced approaches to inferring absolute magnitudes from su-
pernova light curves, incorporating training-set data and theoretical models within the
uncertainty band.
Our main findings are as follows:
• In the next ten years and beyond, Type Ia supernovae will remain a leading probe
of dark energy through their measurement of distances to the far reaches of the
Universe. The improved sensitivity to the dynamical effects of dark energy is
achieved through a coordinated scientific program.
• Planned (LSST) and prospective (e.g. WFIRST) experiments are designed to pro-
vide Type Ia supernovae to populate the Hubble diagram, with unprecedented num-
bers, redshift depths, and/or sky coverage. These experiments provide extended
wavelength coverage, increased signal-to-noise, and improved flux calibration: all
important elements needed to reduce limiting systematic uncertainties.
• A broad program is needed to ensure the reduction of systematic uncertainties to
meet the goals of the planned and prospective experiments. Needed are efforts
in low-redshift supernova experiments that study the fundamental properties of
SNe Ia, both physics-based and empirical high-fidelity supernova modeling, flux
calibration programs to establish a primary standard star network, and spectro-
scopic follow-up observations that classify transient discoveries.
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• New instrument technologies are being developed that, if successful, will allow
order-of-magnitude improvements in data quality with order-of-magnitude reduc-
tion in cost. It is through technological breakthroughs that giant leaps in scientific
discovery become possible; R&D today is essential for us to be prepared to attack
the new unexpected discoveries of the next decade while maintaining US scientific
leadership.
3.2. Context
Type Ia supernovae are standardizable candles; the luminosity at peak brightness
of a single supernova can be inferred from the shape and wavelength-dependence of its
flux evolution. The luminosity distance is derived from the ratio between observed flux
and inferred luminosity. This distance is directly related to the cosmological parameters,
including the dark energy properties. Indeed the luminosity distance involves the com-
bination of parameters that is the most sensitive current probe of the acceleration of the
cosmic scale factor, a¨. In terms of the Hubble parameter H(z) ≡ a˙/a, the luminosity
distance is
























where Ωm is the matter density in units of the critical density, Ωde the similarly dimen-
sionless dark energy density, and Ωk = 1 − Ωm − Ωde the curvature density (photon
and neutrino contributions are not included here for concision). A spatially flat universe
has Ωk = 0 and so the distance is simply given by the integral. Note that sinh is an
analytically complete function, valid for any sign of Ωk. The dark energy equation of
state function is generally written as w(z) = w0 + waz/(1 + z), shown to accurately
approximate exact solutions of scalar field dark energy [71] and deliver 0.1% accuracy on
cosmological observables such as distances [72].
The expansion factor of the Universe between when the supernova light was emitted
and today is a = 1/(1 + z), measured directly from the redshift z of the supernova
spectral lines or its host galaxy. Observations of luminosity distances and redshifts of
a set of supernovae, dL(z), provide the expansion history of the Universe, a(t) – its
relative scale as a function of distance or time – and measure the properties of the
Universe and the dark energy responsible for its acceleration. Relative measurements of
luminosity distance as a function of redshift, which do not require knowledge of intrinsic
supernova luminosities, constrain the energy densities and equation of state of dark
energy; absolute measurements of luminosity, which do require knowledge of intrinsic
luminosities, constrain the Hubble parameter H0.
The SNe Ia method has many strengths as the low-risk, high-reward probe of dark
energy. It is the most mature probe; indeed the discovery of dark energy was made
through the accelerated expansion seen in the SN Ia Hubble Diagram [73, 74]. SNe Ia
continue to be a critical contributor to current measurements of the dark energy equation
of state parameters w0 and wa [75] thanks to major cosmological supernova surveys such
as SDSS-II Supernova Survey [76], ESSENCE [77], Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS)
[78], SCP [75], and the CANDLES and CLASH surveys [79].
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Type Ia supernova cosmology is an active field of research, with current low-redshift
surveys such as the Nearby Supernova Factory [80], Palomar Transient Factory [81], and
La Silla/QUEST[82], and the high-redshift surveys such as PanSTARRS 11 and the Dark
Energy Survey[83] representing current-generation Stage III experiments. The power of
these surveys is often expressed using a Figure of Merit (FoM) based on a model in
which the equation of state of dark energy, expressed as P/ρ = w(a), evolves with time
as w(a) = w0 + wa(1− a). The projected FoM of these experiments is 100.
Maintaining progress in SN Ia cosmology first requires the identification of new
methodologies to reduce systematic uncertainties, and then application of that knowledge
to high-redshift surveys with progressively greater statistical power. Current supernova
results are limited by fundamental color and flux calibration uncertainties and not sta-
tistical uncertainty; new experiments must be specifically designed to overcome these
limiting systematics. Fortunately, the nature of the systematic uncertainties are under-
stood and can be addressed. Following this roadmap, future SN Ia experiments will
continue to provide some of the strongest individual measures of dark energy, and con-
strain a unique complementary phase space in joint measurements with multiple probes
[84].
A strategic SN Ia program first must have experiments designed to improve our
fundamental understanding of our distance indicator. Fruitful efforts have been made
in expanding the rest-frame wavelength range of observational monitoring, at the UV
[85, 86, 87] and the NIR [88, 89, 90]. Optical spectrophotometric time series provide
high resolution information not available in broad-band photometric light curves, such
as equivalent widths, velocities, and ratios of spectroscopic features [80, 91, 92, 93].
From existing experiments, advances have already been made in the determination of
an individual SN Ia’s absolute magnitude. Traditionally, two-parameter supernova mod-
els are fit to broad-band optical photometry [94, 95]. Now, new light curve analyses have
been developed that use more parameters and NIR data [96, 97] to reduce the residual
magnitude dispersion from 0.15 mag to < 0.10 mag (less than 5% distance uncertainty).
Heterogeneous spectroscopic features have been correlated with color [98, 99] and abso-
lute magnitude [100, 101, 91, 99, 102]. Some of the unexpected color corrections ascribed
to dust derived from broad-band color analysis have now been attributed to a spectral
feature whose depth varies from supernova to supernova [103]. Matching observed SN Ia
“pairs” with almost identical spectroscopic time series allows one to predict their ab-
solute magnitudes to 0.08 mag [104]. All these reductions of magnitude dispersion are
based on new intrinsic parameters for which population evolution with redshift no longer
enters as a source of systematic uncertainty.
Further studies of fundamental supernova properties are critical for the interpretation
of data from the next generation of experiments. Moreover, such investigations should
continue until a systematic floor in the SN Ia methodology is found, in order to inform
the planning of even more accurate measurements of the expansion history beyond the
next decade.
The other crucial ingredient of a strategic supernova program is improved high-
redshift surveys. Improvements come in several concrete forms: access to observables
(e.g. spectral features, light-curve shapes, colors) that track SN Ia diversity, extension of
1http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/public/
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the rest-frame wavelength range, extension of the redshift range, numbers of supernovae,
and the flux calibration of the optical system. The ground-based Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope [105] and space-based WFIRST [84] observatory represent Stage IV missions
that offer these improvements. When considering the improvements brought by new sur-
veys, it is important to recognize that supernova measurements from new experiments
generally supersede rather than supplement the preexisting sample; reductions in the
systematic floor from improved experiments do not extend to old supernovae whose data
are already collected.
As we progress through the LSST/WFIRST era, the tightness of constraints on the
dark-energy parameters will set the confidence with which we will make conclusions about
the physics responsible for the accelerating Universe. We therefore highlight features
of experiments that allow a robust determination of known and as-of-yet unrecognized
systematic uncertainties. The data obtained from low redshift programs that explore
new SN Ia observables often have quality that exceeds those of high-redshift surveys. By
knowing what information is lost in a degraded data set, we can quantify the systematic
error floor in the high-redshift sample. Supernovae used for standardization tend to be
at lower redshift compared to the cosmology sample, and so cannot capture all possible
evolutionary effects. It is therefore important that a subset of high-redshift supernovae be
better observed to allow an internal assessment of bias. For example, a subset of LSST
candidates with spectroscopic typing is required to determine the rate of photometric
Type Ia misclassification. The generation of a supernova set that significantly exceeds
in number what is needed to reach the expected systematic limit will allow precise tests
of systematic bias in samples divided by supernova and secondary observables.
It is within the context described in this section that the DOE/HEP Dark Energy
Science Program: Status and Opportunities report, known familiarly as Rocky III, iden-
tified Key Issues and Opportunities for Supernova Cosmology. These conclusions remain
operative and so are incoporated by reference in this document and endorsed by the
community.
Key Issues:
For SNe Ia, the important next steps are aimed at systematic error control.
Progress in the DOE Dark Energy program with SNe Ia will require careful
work on several fronts:
1. Calibration instrumentation/studies, and then data collection, for the
low-redshift anchor survey(s) and for the upcoming high-redshift surveys (both
with major DOE support).
2. Further low-redshift survey work and analysis to identify the key SN Ia
and host features to provide systematics-control of SN Ia evolution (and dust/color
evolution) at the higher redshifts.
3. Study of the observational techniques to carry these calibration and sys-
tematics techniques to the higher/highest redshifts. This study will probably
require observations in the rest-frame optical and in the near-IR, both pho-
tometric and spectroscopic, which are difficult from the ground with present
techniques. This situation leads to two possibilities: a space-based near-IR
instrument with excellent spectroscopic capabilities, and/or a significant ad-
vancement in ground-based IR capabilities.
a) With modest investments in spectroscopic capabilities and a small frac-
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tion of mission time, WFIRST-AFTA could be upgraded to provide the de-
tailed supernova measurements at high-redshift to match the low-redshift sys-
tematics control, especially with the possibility of using a 2.4m mirror. (WFIRST-
AFTA does not currently baseline this precision SN spectroscopy capability.)
[Editor’s note: the most recent WFIRST-AFTA design does include an inte-
gral field unit spectrograph for this purpose] 2 This would be complementary
to the EUCLID program.
b) Since such a space mission capability may not be likely to be achieved
in the upcoming decade (and may require multi-agency effort for the spectro-
scopic upgrade), there is a need to explore ground-based alternatives, com-
bining near-IR technology with atmospheric-sky-line suppression and seeing
control (e.g., adaptive optics). Sufficient time on 8-meter-class telescopes
would then also be necessary to follow up photometric survey programs such
as DES and LSST.
We note that these three elements together make a comprehensive DOE
SN program, with a well- sequenced combination of R&D, construction, op-
erations and analysis projects. The DOE SN researchers will be involved in
several of these at any given time, since the precision SN cosmology mea-
surement requires an in-depth understanding and use of SN data from all the
redshift ranges simultaneously.
Opportunities:
Several key ingredients will allow the DOE program to build on the pho-
tometric survey projects (DES and LSST) so that Stage IV supernova mea-
surements of dark energy can be accomplished. First, the low-redshift searches
(e.g., PTF, QUEST), follow-up (e.g., SN Factory), and data analysis projects
will continue to build the foundational measurements – the crucial knowledge
to identify and constrain systematics, and the low-redshift statistical sample
large enough to compare with the planned high- redshift data sets.
A future Stage IV space-based SNe project would be the simplest way to
match, at high redshift, these precision measurements of Type Ia supernovae
at low redshift –measurements needed to provide the same systematics control
over the entire redshift range from z ∼ 0.01 to z ∼ 2. With modest in-
vestments in spectroscopic capabilities and a small fraction of mission time,
WFIRST-AFTA could be upgraded [Editor’s note: and has been upgraded in
the current baseline; see Footnote 2]] to become this project, and would be
complementary to the lensing programs of LSST/EUCLID. However, given
the timescales and many difficulties of a space mission, there is now a need
to explore vigorously a ground-based alternative to fill this important miss-
ing element in the DOE program. In particular, an R&D effort to explore
the potential of novel ground-based techniques, combining near-IR technology
with OH sky-line suppression, could make it possible to accomplish the preci-
sion measurements for SNe from SCP, DES, and LSST, complementing and
strengthening these currently approved DOE projects.
2The WFIRST-2.4 design released after the Rocky III Report does include an integral field unit
spectrometer; see §3.6.
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We support the findings of Rocky III, expand upon them, and identify new opportu-
nities that progress the field through the LSST era and beyond.
3.3. Flux Calibration
Accurate flux calibration is essential for placing SNe measured at different redshifts
on the same relative distance scale. This systematic uncertainty is likely the largest one
currently affecting supernova cosmology [106, 75]. Accurate calibration requires char-
acterization of the telescope+detector, monitoring of the atmosphere, and fundamental
astrophysical flux standards. As more progress is made in instrument calibration (e.g.,
[107, 108]), atmospheric monitoring (e.g., [109, 110]) and larger samples of SNe become
available, our knowledge of flux standards will need to improve as well [111]. Creating a
well-distributed network of astrophysical standards on the sky is key for LSST to reach
its target goal of 1% internal relative flux calibration and 2% absolute calibration.
Fortunately, calibration projects are now underway [112, 113, 114] that should yield
flux calibration to better than 0.01 magnitudes over a wavelength range of 0.35 to 1.7
µm. However, it is critical that these efforts succeed. Thus, it is important that active
attention and and any necessary supplementation be provided to these programs to ensure
the success of these calibration efforts.
The impact of a 0.01 magnitude calibration uncertainty depends on its functional
form. For a simulated WFIRST-AFTA supernova dataset (combined with projected
Planck constraints), flux-calibration uncertainties at this level will reduce the statistical-
only FoM by ∼ 10% (from the original ∼ 700) if the calibration of each wavelength
element is independently uncertain. If the uncertainty takes the form of a secular drift
with wavelength, the same 0.01 magnitudes may reduce the FoM by ∼ 20%. (The true
functional form will likely be in between these extremes.) Although flux calibration will
remain a significant source of systematic uncertainty, it presents no fundamental obstacle
to Stage IV supernova programs.
3.4. Low-Redshift Surveys
Supernovae at low redshift serve two important roles for cosmology. First, they
provide the statistical reference – the anchor – for the SN Ia Hubble diagram. Second,
they provide much of the information upon which standardization of SN Ia luminosities
rests. The brightness and the ability of amateur scientists to discover nearby SNe Ia
belie a number of complexities important for cosmology.
For instance, in their role as anchor, accurate flux calibration is as essential for nearby
SNe Ia as for those at high redshift. Furthermore, uncertainty in the local standard of
rest requires coverage over most of the sky in order to null-out the zeropoint bias of
residual bulk flows. High-redshift surveys frequently monitor specific fields at several
wavelengths, and therefore include multi-color data from the very earliest light curve
phases. This capability is not present in current low-redshift searches, and so those
searches serve primarily as triggers for follow-up with different facilities. This limitation
requires discovery soon after the data are taken, and thus nearby searches of the kind
optimal for cosmology are in many ways more demanding than searches focused on high
redshift.
Much is still being learned about standardizing SNe Ia, so there is a significant “sci-
ence R&D” component to this activity. Types of SN data that previously were scarce
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– spectrophotometric times series, NIR photometry, UV spectroscopy – have unlocked
a great deal of information about SNe Ia that is important for their cosmological ap-
plication. Note that this information can be critical even if matching data sets at high
redshift cannot be obtained. For instance, information enabling us to more deeply under-
stand and constrain possible evolutionary effects and dust corrections is still necessary.
Moreover, the effects of not having such extensive data at high redshift can then be
quantified. Some new standardization techniques demand much higher numbers of local
supernovae than assumed when treating SNe Ia as a statistically homogeneous popula-
tion. In the inhomogeneity limit, each high-redshift SNe would be paired with several
local SNe, each its counterpart. This pairing would require many hundreds to thousands
of well-measured local SNe Ia in order to optimally utilize the SNe from DES, LSST and
WFIRST-AFTA.
Currently nearby SNe experiments oriented towards the cosmological application of
SNe include the Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory), the Palomar Transient Factory,
the La Silla-QUEST search, the Carnegie Supernova Project, the CfA SN program, and
a NOAO Survey with WIYN in the NIR. Several of these programs coordinate with
one another in order to find and follow nearby SNe Ia. These efforts have resulted in
major advances in technical capabilities and scientific knowledge applicable to SN Ia
cosmology. Yet, obtaining even better data, in the quantity required to properly support
DES, LSST, and WFIRST-AFTA, is a need that should be examined closely. Significant
new instrumentation and facilities (including telescope access) will be required in order
to scale the nearby SN program adequately. The Zwicky Transient Factory is now on
the drawing broad and is expected to add a major new transient search capability that
could serve as a starting point.
3.5. LSST
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope is an 8-meter class wide-field dedicated survey
telescope that will be in operation during the 2020–2030 decade. With a 10-square-degree
field of view, LSST will be able to quickly survey the sky in ugrizy and build both a deep
photometric picture of the sky and a time series of the explosive and variable events in the
Universe. With this unique capability to explore the time-domain in the sky, LSST will
find several million supernovae during its 10-year mission. Of these supernovae, on the
order of 100,000 will be Type Ia supernovae with well-observed light curves. This sample
will represent a hundred-fold increase in the number of Type Ia supernovae observed to
date, and offer new opportunities to probe the expansion of the Universe from 0 < z < 1.
The LSST SN Ia sample will allow for detailed investigations of the behavior of
the expansion of the Universe over the past 7 billion years with the ability to probe
the homogeneity and isotropy of dark energy. Each individual SN Ia makes a distance
measurement, and thus one can explore subsets of these SNe Ia. This ability to divide
the sample arbitrarily with the very large numbers of LSST SNe Ia makes possible the
quantification and suppression of systematic limitations due to subpopulations and their
evolution with redshift. For example, instead of fitting for a luminosity-color-width
relationship and applying that to standardize all SNe Ia to one fiducial SN Ia, exact
analogs can be found at all redshifts. One can, e.g., compare stretch 1.1 SNe Ia from
0.1 < z < 1, and then separately compare stretch 1.15 SNe Ia from 0.1 < z < 1 and
test whether they agree. The population evolution of SN Ia will be well-controlled with
this sample, as dividing 100,000 SNe Ia into ∆z = 0.01 bins enables a check of the
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relative luminosity estimates from different variations of the 1,000 SNe Ia in that bin
(each bin will have the same number of SNe Ia as the total number in the Hubble-flow
available today). This redshift slicing will also provide a clear picture of the population
demographics of supernova properties with redshift.
While most of the SNe Ia found and studied by LSST will be in the general “main”-
field survey, there will be an additional very-well-studied sample in the “deep-drilling”
fields. The “deep-drilling” fields are a set of 10–20 fields that LSST will observe every
night when they are visible. This nightly cadence will generate intermediate redshift
SN Ia light curves with the sampling typically only presently achieved with some of the
nearby SN Ia programs. This sample of 10,000s of SNe will likely be the premier sample
with the most photometric information available, which should allow for both robust and
reliable photometric classification (including precision sub-typing as described above)
and redshifts. In addition, the host galaxies of these SNe will be studied by intensive
spectroscopic follow-up campaigns with wide-field multi-object spectrographs as part of
overall spectroscopic studies of these fields.
Accurate and precise measurements of both axes of the Hubble diagram (redshift and
distance) are crucial for a successful SN survey: Accurate distances require a compari-
son of the observed flux for wavelengths from 400 nm to 1000 nm. Therefore, accurate
flux calibration will be critical both within the LSST SN Ia sample and with respect to
any external sample used, whether nearby SNe Ia or very distant SNe Ia from Euclid or
WFIRST-AFTA. Redshifts are traditionally measured spectroscopically from either nar-
row galaxy lines or broad SN absorption features, but they can also be estimated photo-
metrically from multi-band light curves. The uncertainty on any individual photometric
redshift is several times larger than a spectroscopic redshift, but unbiased measurements
of large SN samples from LSST will still collectively provide competitive cosmology con-
straints.
Further development of photometric classification and redshift determination tech-
niques will be necessary to realize the SN Ia cosmology potential of LSST. The current
state-of-the-art in photometric redshits for SN Ia cosmology results in residual biases in
the redshift distribution and classification due to the complex degeneracies between red-
dening, redshift, and intrinsic SN colors [115, 116]. These redshift biases at the moment
are prohibitively large. It is critical to control these biases with both improvements in the
analysis techniques and by obtaining spectroscopic redshifts of a subset of host galaxies
for all supernova types. Without improvements in these techniques and our understand-
ing of supernova properties and dust in other galaxies, realizing the full potential of
SN Ia cosmology with LSST may require spectroscopic redshifts of the SN host galaxies
(but without requiring real-time SN confirmation) to construct a Hubble diagram with
well-controlled and understood uncertainties.
The investigation of intrinsic SN color and reddening due to dust will require sig-
nificant UV, optical, and NIR imaging and spectroscopy combined with modeling and
development of analysis techniques in the years up to 2020.
Variations in intrinsic supernova properties likely come from their binary evolution
and metallicity. The metallicity, and potentially binary fraction/separation IMF are
likely to be functions of the stellar formation history where the supernova is formed.
A central concern is that these distributions and properties may evolve with redshift.
However, the gross nature of this concern should similarly be well-matched by the gross
tracing of the properties of the host galaxy.
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In this present decade, as well as contemporaneously with LSST in the next, the
nearby (z ∼ 0.05) SN Ia sample will grow to several thousands of SNe Ia, which will suffice
to compare with the different slices through the LSST SN Ia sample. The parametrization
of the light curves and the ability to do the division into matched subsets as mentioned
above will grow more nuanced as the full extent of variation is traced out by this large
sample.
Technical Details of Spectroscopy for SN Ia Cosmology
We anticipate R ∼ 4000 optical spectroscopy will be required for obtaining host-
galaxy redshifts, allowing the [OII] 3726,3729 A˚ doublet to be used at redshifts where
other lines are shifted into the NIR. Planned instruments such as DESI on a 4-m telescope
would be well suited for studies of SN host galaxies.
Without further improvements in analysis techniques and data on the properties of
supernovae from nearby studies, the SN Ia cosmology program could potentially require
obtaining spectroscopic redshifts of >100,000 galaxies (including hosts of non-Ia super-
novae). This would require hundreds of nights with massively-multiplexed spectrographs,
which provide the advantage of simultaneous spectroscopy of many host galaxies. Depth
could be built up efficiently by co-adding spectra of fainter galaxies from multiple visits
to the same field, while brighter galaxies will only require a one-time fiber placement.
Observing each galaxy for longer than is necessary to obtain spectroscopic redshifts may
be desired to measure spectroscopic properties of SN host-galaxies that could lead to
a reduction in the current level of systematic uncertainty in SN cosmology [117]. This
spectroscopic program would not need to begin until several years after the start of the
survey, allowing source density on the sky to build up.
Spectroscopic confirmation will be required for a subset of 2,000–10,000 LSST SNe.
This unbiased sample is necessary to quantify the systematic bias incurred when spec-
troscopic information is unavailable. Low-resolution spectra (R & 100) are sufficient for
identifying the large absorption features of SNe, but at any given time the number of
SNe bright enough to be typed using standard spectroscopic resources per solid angle on
the sky is low and single-object followup will generally be required. To classify a rep-
resentative sample of live transients, the magnitude limit of such followup must extend
down to i ∼ 24 mag, requiring 8–10m class telescopes. Because the majority of SNe from
LSST will be classified based on photometric algorithms, the accuracy of these methods
must be tested against a sample with known SN types.
Usage of high-throughput IFUs may be desired to simultaneously observe SN and
host, and to make possible a cleaner subtraction of SN light from its host. Unlike the
spectroscopic host-galaxy program, live-SN followup would be desired from the start of
the survey, though there is no requirement for the spectroscopic sample to be distributed
evenly over the duration of the survey.
3.6. WFIRST-AFTA
Type Ia supernovae were used to discover the accelerated expansion of our Universe.
In order to study the source of this acceleration future measurements will have to extend
to higher redshifts (well above z = 1.5) in order to observe the presence (or absence) of
the transition from acceleration to deceleration at high redshifts predicted by General
Relativity. To extend this method to higher redshifts currently requires observations from
space. The reason for this is twofold. At such high redshifts supernova are extremely
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faint and the superb resolution (0.1 arcsec) and the lack of atmospheric distortions in
space, especially for spectroscopy, are crucial. Second, at these redshifts the supernova
light is redshifted into the infrared, and the infrared background in space is four orders
of magnitude smaller than from ground based telescopes. WFIRST-AFTA, the highest
priority large space mission recommended by the last Decadal Survey, is motivated in
part by a supernova survey to study the nature of Dark Energy.
The current Design Reference Mission, WFIRST-2.4, uses a 2.4m diameter mirror
with a 0.28 square degree imager consisting of 18 H4RG infrared detectors, which have a
wavelength sensitivity from 0.6 to 2 µm, and with 4Kx4K 10 µm pixels. The pixel scale
is 0.11 arcseconds, and there is a filter wheel that accommodates 4 filters. The baseline
design also includes an integral field spectrometer unit (IFU) for the supernova survey to
allow the light curves to be obtained via spectrophotometry. The resolution of the IFU
is designed to be R = 75, a solution that balances the degradation of measured super-
nova spectral features with a reduction of non-negligible detector noise. The technical
readiness of all of the essential components of the design is very high. The telescope
assembly exists and has been qualified as flight ready. The only components that still
require R&D are the H4RG detectors, which are expected not to be a real problem.
The plan is to run the supernova survey for two calendar years with a 30-hour su-
pernova observation every fifth day for a total observing time of 183 days. The survey
is expected to produce 2700 well-measured Type Ia supernovae in a redshift range of
0.2 to 1.7. The imager will be used to discover supernovae with repeated scans of the
same sky area with a 5-day cadence. There are three tiers to the survey: a shallow
survey over 27.44 deg2 for SNe at z < 0.4, a medium survey over 8.96 deg2 for SNe at
z < 0.8, and a deep survey over 5.04 deg2 for SNe out to z = 1.7. The light curves will
be obtained using spectrophotometry with an IFU intended for that purpose. The IFU
is needed to be able to exploit the superior statistics possible with the 2.4m mirror by
reducing the systematic uncertainties on the light curves to match the reduced statistical
uncertainty allowed by the large mirror. Generating the light curves from spectroscopy
eliminates the need for interpolating between observer frame filter bands to obtain su-
pernova magnitudes in rest-frame filter bands (K-corrections), thus eliminating one of
the most significant systematic uncertainties. Furthermore the high efficiency of the IFU
spectrometer allows a very deep spectrum (signal to noise better then 15 per resolution
element at a resolution of R = 75) of the supernova to be taken near maximum light,
which will make spectral features, and ratios of spectral features, available to further
reduce the spread of intrinsic luminosities of the supernovae.
The calculations indicate that this sample of supernovae will yield a precision of 0.5%
around z = 0.5 to 1% at z = 1.7 in the supernova distance measurements in each 0.1 wide
redshift bin [84] . In terms of the DETF Figure of Merit an FoM=580 is expected from
the supernova survey alone, assuming a sample of 800 ground-based nearby supernovae
and the usual Stage III priors.
There are several other major projects intended to study the acceleration of the
Universe and thus the nature of dark energy. LSST, a ground based telescope, will have
difficulty in reaching high redshifts for a supernova survey. The European space mission,
EUCLID, will not have an IFU spectrometer, will have a considerably smaller diameter
telescope mirror, and is not planning to carry out a significant supernova survey. Thus
WFIRST-2.4 will enable a unique space-based supernova survey.
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3.7. Hubble Constant
A measurement of the Hubble constant to 1% precision would provide an outstanding
addition to the set of cosmological constraints used to measure dark energy. Progress in
the last few years using a simplified distance ladder, geometry to Cepheids to SNe Ia,
indicates this goal may not be far off.
The extended reach of new HST instruments, ACS and WFC3, has been used to build
a new Cepheid bridge between NGC 4258, the maser host with a geometric distance good
to 3% by [118], and the hosts of recent SNe Ia observed with CCDs to 40 Mpc (SHOES
Team; [119]). This new bridge reduced systematic uncertainties of the prior by acquiring
Cepheids of similar metallicity and period at both ends and by observing both samples
with the same camera to eliminate the use of uncertain flux zeropoints. In addition,
the Cepheids were all observed in the NIR (with NICMOS to reach 5% uncertainty by
2009, with WFC3-IR to approach 3% in 2011) to mitigate variations in host dust and
remaining chemical sensitivity. The factor of 8 increase in volume reached by the new
bridge provided a sample of 8 recent, nearby SNe Ia with the same high quality CCD
photometry used to measure the expanding Universe to a few Gpc, about 25 times farther
than other secondary distance indicators. The SHOES Team is now doubling the size of
this rate-limiting sample. Trigonometric parallaxes to Cepheids in the Milky Way can, in
principle, anchor a distance ladder to reach 1% precision. To maintain the high level of
precision across the distance ladder, Cepheids with high quality parallax measurements
in the Milky Way must have similar long periods and be observed with the same, near or
far infrared instrument as those at the far end of the Cepheid bridge. A new capability,
spatial scanning with WFC3, has begun providing the needed flux measurements of the
bright Cepheids with little or no saturation. A program by the SHOES Team has begun
in Cycle 20 to use the enhanced sampling of spatial scanning with WFC3 to measure
astrometry to 40 microarcseconds and the parallaxes of the less common but crucial,
longer period Cepheids which live between 1 to 3 kpc. By the end of this decade the
ESA GAIA mission will also provide the needed Cepheid parallaxes out to to 10 kpc.
On another front, the Carnegie Hubble Program [120] is obtaining a Cepheid calibra-
tion in the mid-infrared using HST parallaxes and SPITZER 3.6 µm photometry, where
the effects of total line-of-sight reddening are greatly reduced and where atmospheric
metallicity effects are predicted to be minimal. In a totally independent but parallel
effort, the Carnegie RR Lyrae Program (CRRP) is building an independent path to the
Hubble constant that is completely decoupled in its methods, calibrations and system-
atics from the Cepheid path. Using HST parallaxes for Galactic RR Lyrae variables
and SPITZER 3.6 µm photometry, the RR Lyrae Period-Luminosity relation is being
calibrated and applied to Local Group galaxies where large populations of these vari-
ables have been previously found from the ground and by HST in space. The goal is to
firmly calibrate the tip of the red giant branch luminosity by using the RR Lyraes in
nearby galaxies and then calibrate Type Ia supernovae in more distant galaxies where
the brightest red giants can be detected and measured by HST.
Other techniques such as strong lensing and distant masers are improving as well and
are poised to yield powerful, competitive constraints in the next few years.
3.8. Technology R&D
The goal of bringing precision measurements of Type Ia supernovae to the DETF
Stage IV level requires three new elements in the SNe program: 1) photometry capable
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of comparing supernovae at the same rest-frame wavelength as we move from low to high
redshifts, 2) spectrophotometry capable of measuring SN evolution at high redshift with
high signal-to-noise, and 3) controlling dust systematics for high-redshift supernovae with
well-calibrated rest-frame near-IR photometry. All three of these require a renewed effort
for precision high-redshift supernovae measurements in the near-IR range. Although
earlier DOE efforts at the high redshifts focused on a space-based program, achieving such
a capability may not be likely in the upcoming decade. Now, there are new efforts aimed
at developing novel ground-based techniques to combine near-IR technology, suppression
of the interfering bright sky lines, and seeing control (e.g., adaptive optics) to follow up
photometry survey programs such as DES and LSST.
Ground-based wide-field adaptive optics with OH-line suppression in the infrared
would create fundamentally new opportunities to pursue high-redshift cosmology from
ground-based telescopes. Observations through the Earth’s atmosphere in the infrared
are strongly affected by emission and absorption from the sky. These effects currently
place fundamental limits on how far in redshift we can observe Type Ia supernovae in the
rest-frame near-infrared (1–3 µm). Technologies that can suppress the effect of these lines
through (1) spatial and (2) spectroscopic discrimination could open up a new redshift
regime to ground-based telescopes.
Adaptive optics systems allow telescopes and instruments to compensate for the blur-
ring caused by small time-scale changes in the Earth’s atmosphere. By reducing the width
of the point-spread function of the joint atmosphere + telescope + detector optical sys-
tem, adaptive optic systems can yield both (a) substantially improved angular resolution
along with significant improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio. By using multiple stan-
dard point sources (either natural stars or laser spots), multi-conjugate adaptive optics
systems can correct the point-spread-function for multiple layers in the atmosphere and
thus provide an improved point-spread function over larger fields of view. The Gem-
ini Multi-conjugate adaptive optics system (GeMS) is just finishing science verification
and is achieving near-diffraction-limited imaging with Strehl ratios of 30% in K over a
85-arcsecond diameter field of view.3 This performance results in a 1-magnitude improve-
ment in sensitivity over the Hubble Space Telescope in the K band. But a major current
challenge in wide-field adaptive optics is obtaining reliable photometric calibration to the
1% requirements needed for measure distances with Type Ia supernovae. Further efforts
in photometric calibration are necessary to enable Type Ia supernova cosmology to take
advantage of these capabilities.
Ground-based astronomy in the near-infrared region, wavelength range 0.8–2.3 µm, is
plagued by the emission lines of the hydroxyl molecule OH in Earth’s upper atmosphere
[121]. Figure 4 (top) shows a measured spectrum of the NIR wavelengths, as well as the
range of the broadband J and H filters that are commonly used in infrared astronomy.
The spikes are the emission lines from OH. Figure 4 (bottom) shows an expanded view of
the H-band region from 1.44 – 1.7 µm. In the H-band range the predicted background sky
brightness is improved by 8.2 magnitudes without the OH lines [121]. There are many
dozens of techniques to suppress narrow wavelength lines, many from the telecommu-
nications community. A prototype system using optical fiber devices called fiber Bragg
gratings [122] has been tested on a limited number of lines, but will be difficult to scale
3http://www.gemini.edu/?q=node/11728
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Figure 4: Top: measured sky spectrum of the NIR wavelengths, as well as the range of the broadband
J and H filters that are commonly used in infrared astronomy. The spikes are the emission lines from
OH. Bottom: expanded view of the H-band region from 1.44 – 1.7 µm.
up to suppress ∼ 1000 OH lines or to mass produce. R&D on scalable technologies, such
as special material-science techniques like metamaterials or silicon-based photonics, is
needed to provide an effective general-purpose OH suppression system.
The spectroscopic follow-up of supernovae presents a technical challenge. The tele-
scope’s slit or fibers must be accurately and precisely directed toward the coordinates
of freshly discovered active supernovae. The exposure times needed to resolve spec-
tral features are significantly longer than those needed for broadband photometric light
curves; the simultaneous observation of many supernovae (multiplexing) is needed to
keep spectroscopic follow-up times comparable with the associated photometric survey
time. In addition, spectrophotometry can be required, precluding fiber-fed spectroscopy
that does not allow robust subtraction of the polluting light from the background host
galaxy. The same triggering/multiplexing challenge for photometric observations was
resolved through wide-field imagers covering > 20′× 20′. In a “rolling survey,” cadenced
observations of a fixed field generate light curves of 10–100 supernovae that happen to lie
within the field. Supernova surveys would be revolutionized by using large-format arrays
of pixels that provide wavelength (energy) information as well as position for each of its
detected photons: a passive rolling survey with no live-time requirements can generate
all the data needed for a SN-cosmology analysis. Such detectors must be sensitive from
optical through near-infrared wavelengths, permit photometric flux extraction, and give
a resolution of R & 75 per two resolution elements. We advocate R&D on emerging
detector technologies that will lead to wide-field imagers that meet these requirements.
3.9. Next Generation Analyses
The main computational challenges for a LSST supernova program can be broken
down into three distinct processes: (1) Near real-time discovery and classification, (2)
the automated triggering and subsequent reduction of follow-up resources and (3) the
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creation of a SN Ia Hubble diagram incorporating all the photometric uncertainties and
correlations along with the best possible understanding of SNe Ia at low and high-redshift.
Current wide-field nearby surveys for transients (e.g. The Palomar Transient Factory,
The La Silla Supernova Search, etc.) process 100 GB of raw data covering 1000–2000
sq. deg. of survey area 2–3 times a night. These data generate another 1 TB of processed
data encompassing reference images, subtraction images and catalogs from each. If one
decides to search the entire LSST data set of ∼ 20 TB a night, it will be over an order
of magnitude more data. Near real-time processing requires one core per 2k × 4k image
given a one minute turn-around. LSST would necessitate ∼ 400 cores to keep up with
the data in real-time. The real-time pipeline includes processing incoming data, building
references, performing subtractions, and running of the real-bogus classification codes.
Furthermore the codes compare historical images (answering the question is this a new
transient or one we have seen before), calculate orbits of known asteroids to eliminate
them from the subtraction images as well as compare to known lists of stars and galaxies.
Triggering on nearby events is a challenging task. The huge potential for scientific gain
(discovering a nearby supernova within minutes of explosion, a GRB orphan afterglow,
optical counterpart to a gravitational wave detection, etc.) must be balanced with the
available follow-up resources and the quality of a particular candidate. While current
surveys like PTF generate one to two such candidates a night — and can be followed by
4–10m class telescopes, LSST has the potential for finding hundreds of candidates to feed
telescopes of these apertures per night. Simulating this effort prior to first light will be
mandatory to maximizing LSST science in this area and understanding the computational
requirements for such an undertaking.
The success of the program requires support of supernova-modeling research that
extends beyond the scope of the experimental projects. The development of new super-
nova models to determine distances from photometric and spectral data is a critical line
of research that spans supernova astrophysics, statistics, computer learning, and high-
performance computing. The current supernova models used to determine distances are
starting to prove inadequate for the improved accuracies targeted by next-generation
experiments. Evidence for this inadequacy includes observed correlations of Hubble
residuals with host-galaxy properties, recognition that more than two parameters are
needed to describe the diversity of light-curve shapes and colors, and the heterogeneous
spectral features within supernovae with similar light curves. New supernova models will
be informed with data, empirical relations, and physics-based simulations. They will
be more complex, described by a higher-dimensionality parameter space and responsible
for providing a self-consistent estimate of its own statistical uncertainty. Finally, meth-
ods for determining simultaneous supernova classification and redshift from photometric
data only, a critical component of both DES and LSST supernova plans, are only in
their infancy and have not yet been shown to achieve the accuracies needed for precision
Stage IV cosmology [123, 116]. The extra demands on the model will make its training
computationally intensive.
Physics-based simulations of SNe Ia can help identify and limit cosmological system-
atic uncertainties associated with evolution in the progenitor population and its environ-
ment. There is general agreement that SNe Ia result from the thermonuclear explosion
of carbon-oxygen white dwarfs, but the nature and mass(es) of the progenitor system
(single or double white dwarf) and the physics of ignition and propagation of nuclear
burning are still debated. The model space is highly constrained by observations, and
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several groups have developed the ability to calculate not only the hydrodynamics of the
explosions, but also their spectra and multi-band light curves over all angles and times,
e.g., [124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. Given sufficient computational resources, a grid of
models sampling the full space of proposed progenitor systems, triggering mechanisms,
and physics parameters can be constructed. Comparing synthetic light curves and spec-
tra to observed ones would identify the subset of models providing the best representation
of SNe Ia. Such a validated model grid would provide a map between the underlying
(and typically observationally inaccessible) physical parameters (e.g., white dwarf mass,
carbon/oxygen ratio, metallicity) and the key observables (e.g., peak brightness, light
curve width, colors, spectral features). Simulation “data” can also have arbitrarily dense
time and wavelength sampling, greater signal-to-noise, and can sample a greater range of
intrinsic diversity. Comparison of existing simulations to SN Ia observations have already
proven useful for studying sources of systematic uncertainty, e.g., [130, 101, 131, 132, 133]
For current methods of SN cosmology, the potential benefits of preparing such a
model grid are numerous. (1) The model grid may be used as a control sample for
testing how well empirical light curve fitters are able to infer intrinsic luminosity over a
diverse and evolving SN sample. (2) Detailed models can help improve the current purely
empirical spectral surface templates used for color and K-corrections. In particular,
validated models can extrapolate behavior where high-quality observations are scarce
or difficult to obtain (e.g., at very early times, or in ultraviolet/infrared bands) while
maintaining self-consistency. (3) Models can be used to determine which observables
divide SNe into physically meaningful subgroups; the cosmological parameters can then
be calculated for each subgroup independently, permitting a physically motivated “like-
to-like” comparison. (4) The models can be used to confirm and physically explain
secondary parameters (e.g. colors, spectral features) that provide luminosity corrections
beyond the light curve shape. Note that these applications do not require that we have
converged on a settled theory for the origin of SNe Ia. Rather, it is only necessary
that the validated simulations capture the relevant correlations between physical inputs
and observables, and that the simulation grid spans as broad a range of possibilities as
Nature.
Carefully constructed and calibrated SN simulations also have the potential to open
new pathways for SN cosmology in the future. In principle, high-fidelity models could
at least supplement today’s more empirically parameterized light curve fitters. Fitting
or performing Bayesian inference on observed light curves and spectra with simulations
would yield physics-motivated “parameters” like progenitor metallicity that could be
monitored for drift as a function of redshift. Detailed stellar explosion models can also
provide synthetic observables that can be sampled in Monte Carlo simulations of fu-
ture missions, or in a Markov chain Monte Carlo for forward modeling of the scene of
low signal-to-noise SN targets. Part of the challenge is in making better models, and
that includes not only simulating the physics correctly but also properly quantifying
uncertainties in the physics. The new challenge is to efficiently utilize computationally
expensive simulations to make meaningful inferences from data: Direct application of
simulations for SN Ia distance estimation will remain computationally impractical for
the forseeable future, even into the LSST era. Emulators based on simulations that have
been calibrated with high-quality low-redshift data sets provide a new way forward. Ap-
plication of sparse sampling techniques for deciding which simulations to run, Gaussian
processes for emulating simulations between inputs, and Bayesian calibration of models
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against high-quality data sets must become areas of active exploration to make this a
reality [134, 135]. Such efforts can leverage more developed work already underway in
the study of large-scale structure simulations [136].
4. BAO and Supernova Complementarity
It is important to stress the deep complementarity between the BAO and SNe meth-
ods. In practical terms, SNe have no relevant cosmic variance limit; if we wait, we can
build up arbitrarily large samples. This allows us to measure relative distances even at
z < 0.5, where the cosmic volume sharply limits BAO measurements. However, the BAO
offer comparable and even higher precision as redshifts climb above z > 1 and provide
an absolute calibration that ties to the CMB at z = 1000. A combined analysis of CMB,
BAO, and SNe allows us to build a calibrated distance scale from z = 0 to z = 1000, in
principle with sub-percent precision and accuracy. This is where the most precise current
tests of dark energy come from, and we believe that this opportunity will remain strong
in the coming decade.
5. Prospective Distance Probes
There is a suite of other probes that are striving to match and/or exceed the pro-
bative power and robustness of Type Ia supernovae and BAO distance measurements.
Important reasons to explore new distance probes include the following: sensitivity to
different systematic uncertainties allows consistency checks across probes and increased
sensitivity in joint measurements; different measures of distance have different functional
dependence on dark energy and so have complementary intersections in parameter con-
fidence regions; new probes may have fundamentally lower statistical and systematic
uncertainty limits than supernova and BAO. This section summarizes three probes that
generated a response as part of the Snowmass process.
In the late 1980’s, the first high-redshift Type Ia supernova search was initiated to
measure the deceleration parameter q0. This early search was met with heavy skepticism;
it was only through hard work in detailed supernova characterization, refinement of ob-
serving strategies for high-redshift supernova discovery and follow-up, and the advent of
wide-field cameras that have established supernovae and their tracing of cosmic acceler-
ation as a pillar of modern cosmology. There is no guarantee that the probes discussed
in this section will overcome their scientific and observational challenges to match the
success of Type Ia supernovae. Still, we must recognize that exciting new opportunities
may be spontaneously initialized from within the community
5.1. Clusters
Complementing other cosmological tests based on the mass function and clustering of
galaxy clusters (e.g. [137, 138]), nature offers two independent ways of using clusters to
measure cosmic distances. The first uses measurements of the X-ray emitting gas mass
fraction in the largest clusters, which is an approximately standard quantity, independent
of mass and redshift. The second uses combined mm and X-ray measurements of cluster
pressure profiles.
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5.1.1. Distance measurements from the cluster X-ray gas mass fraction
Overview and current status. The largest clusters of galaxies provide approximately fair
samples of the matter content of the Universe. This enables X-ray measurements of
their baryonic mass fraction (the baryonic mass is dominated by the X-ray emitting gas)
to provide robust, and essentially model-independent, constraints on the mean matter
density of the Universe [139]. Additionally, measurements of the apparent evolution of the
cluster X-ray gas mass fraction, hereafter fgas, can be used to probe the acceleration of
the Universe ([140, 141]). This latter constraint originates from the distance dependence
of the fgas measurements, which derive from the observed X-ray gas temperature and
density profiles, on the assumed distances to the clusters, fgas ∝ d1.5.
fgas measurements can be determined from X-ray observations under the assumptions
of spherical symmetry and hydrostatic equilibrium. To ensure that these assumptions are
as accurate as possible, it is essential to limit the analysis to the most dynamically relaxed
clusters. A further restriction to the hottest, most X-ray luminous systems simplifies the
cosmological analysis and minimizes the required exposure times. The state of the art
for this work [142] employs Chandra measurements for a sample of 40 of the hottest
(kT2500 > 5 keV), most dynamically relaxed clusters known. The selection on dynamical
state is applied automatically, based on X-ray images. The fgas measurements are made
within a spherical shell spanning the radial range 0.8–1.2 r2500, for a given reference
cosmology (angular range 0.8–1.2 θref2500).
Combining the two aspects discussed above (fair sample and distance dependence)












Here K encompasses the main systematic uncertainties, associated with instrumental
calibration and the accuracy of the hydrostatic mass measurements. Fortunately, K
can be constrained robustly through combination with independent weak lensing mass
measurements [143]. The angular correction factor, A, accounts for the fact that θref2500
for the reference cosmology and θ2500 for a given trial cosmology are not identical. Υ2500
is the gas depletion parameter, the average ratio of the cluster gas mass fraction to the
cosmic mean baryon fraction at the measurement radii, as predicted by hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g. [144, 145]). Priors on the Hubble parameter, h, and the mean baryon
density Ωbh
2 are also required to constrain cosmology from fgas data alone.
Fig. 5 shows the cosmological constraints from current fgas data (red curves; [142])
for non-flat ΛCDM; flat, constant-w; and evolving w models. In all cases the results are
marginalized over conservative systematic uncertainties. The fgas data provide compa-
rable constraints on dark energy to current SNIa measurements [75], and an impressively
tight constraint on Ωm independent of the cosmological model assumed [142].
Prospects for improvement. New optical, X-ray and mm-wave surveys over the next
decade will find in excess of 100,000 clusters, including thousands of hot, massive systems
out to high redshifts. The hottest, most X-ray luminous and most dynamically relaxed
of these will be the targets for further, deeper observations designed to enable the fgas
(and XSZ; see below) experiments.
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Figure 5: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence constraints from the fgas method for non-flat ΛCDM (left),
flat wCDM (center) and flat evolving-w (right) models. The red contours show the constraints from
current fgas data ([142]; also employing standard priors on Ωbh
2 and h). The blue contours show the
improved constraints expected with the addition of an extra 10 Ms of Chandra observing time, together
with modest improvements in external priors [146].
The blue curves in Fig. 5 show the expected improvements in the cosmological con-
straints from the fgas method over the next decade, using current techniques and assum-
ing that a further 10 Ms of Chandra observing time (∼ 5% of the available total) will
be invested in this work. (These predictions also assume modest improvements in the
external priors on K, Υ2500, Ωbh
2 and h; see [146] for details.) Observations of this type
are also likely to be interesting for a broad range of other astrophysical and cosmological
studies.
The availability of a new X-ray observatory with comparable spatial resolution to
Chandra and a collecting area ∼ 30 times larger would likely enable a reduction in the
area of the confidence contours shown in Fig. 5(c) by a further factor of ∼ 7 (for details see
[146]). Possibilities include the SMART-X mission (http://hea-www.cfa.harvard.edu/SMARTX/)
and Athena+ [147].4
Key challenges. The key challenges to realizing the prospects described above will be
securing the required observing time on flagship X-ray observatories, and delivering the
continued, expected improvements in K and Υ2500 from weak lensing studies and hydro-
dynamical simulations, respectively [146].
5.1.2. Distance measurements from SZ and X-ray pressure profiles
Overview and current status. Cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons passing
through a galaxy cluster have a non-negligible chance to inverse Compton scatter off the
hot, X-ray emitting gas. This scattering boosts the photon energy and gives rise to a
small but significant frequency-dependent shift in the CMB spectrum observed through
the cluster known as the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (hereafter SZ) effect [148].
It has been noted [149] that X-ray and SZ measurements can be combined to deter-
mine distances to galaxy clusters. The spectral shift to the CMB due to the SZ effect can
be written in terms of the Compton y-parameter, which is a measure of the integrated
4The Athena+ science theme The hot and energetic Universe was recently selected for the second
Large-class mission in ESAs Cosmic Vision science program.
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Figure 6: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence constraints on Ωm and h for a flat ΛCDM model using
simulated XSZ data for 500 clusters, as described in the text.
electron pressure along the line of sight (y ∝ ∫ ne T dl). This shift, ySZ, is independent
of the cosmology assumed. A second, independent measure of the y-parameter can also
be obtained from X-ray data where, for a given reference cosmology, the X-ray measure-
ment, yrefX , depends on the square root of the angular diameter distance to the cluster.
Combining the results, we obtain






Due to the modest distance dependence of this method, and the limitations of the
available data, this test (sometimes referred to as the XSZ or SZX test) has to date only
been used to constrain h, with all other cosmological parameters fixed. Assuming spatial
flatness and fixing Ωm = 0.3, [150] applied this method to 38 X-ray luminous clusters,
finding h = 0.77+0.11−0.09.
Prospects for improvement. Over the next decade, utilizing X-ray measurements for ∼
500 clusters from the eROSITA satellite (measurements of a type that will be gathered
by default by that satellite for its central science goals), in combination with follow-up
SZ measurements from e.g. CARMA5 or CCAT6, the XSZ technique can be expected to
provide cosmological constraints similar to those shown in Fig. 6. With this expanded
data set, and assuming plausible levels of uncertainty in the X-ray and SZ instrument
calibration, interesting constraints on h should be achievable for non-flat ΛCDM and
wCDM models, solving simultaneously for Ωm and ΩΛ and/or w [146].
Key challenge. The key challenge to realizing the prospects for the XSZ experiment
described above will likely lie in providing precise, robust absolute calibrations for the




5.2. Strong Lensing Time Delays
Strong lensing time delay distances measure the geometric ratio of the distance be-
tween the observer and source, observer and deflecting lens, and lens and source, effec-
tively the focal length of a gravitational lens:




where the angular distances d are functions of the matter density, dark energy density,
and equation of state.
This dimensionful quantity is observed through the time delays between the multiple
images created of the source (typically a time varying quasar) by the lens (typically a
galaxy). By its nature, the time delay distance has two key powerful and unique prop-
erties: 1) Being dimensionful, it is directly sensitive to the Hubble constant H0, and 2)
Being a distance ratio, it has different covariances between cosmological parameters than
luminosity (e.g. supernovae) or angular (e.g. BAO) distances, and is highly complemen-
tary for cosmological constraints on dark energy [151].
Moreover, the strong lensing probe does not require an elaborate independent observ-
ing program, for the most part building on planned wide field and time domain surveys,
and so is highly cost effective. The lensed, multiply imaged quasars are detected in wide
field surveys, then followed up in time domain surveys over a period of several years.
Redshifts of the images and lenses are measured through spectroscopy, in a non time
critical way, and high resolution imaging of the lens system is obtained through space
telescopes or future ground adaptive optics systems (radio/submillimeter telescopes such
as ALMA may play a role as well). Out of the thousands of strong lens systems expected
to be measured, we are free to choose the cleanest for distance measurements.
As a new geometric method of exploring dark energy, strong lensing time delay dis-
tances are a valuable addition to standard techniques. Already the method has matured
to the level where single lensing systems have delivered 6% distance measurements (in-
cluding systematics), and programs are underway to increase the quantity and quality
of measurements.
In this decade, wide field imaging surveys such as Dark Energy Survey should discover
∼ 103 lensed quasars, enabling the detailed study of ∼100 of these systems and resulting
in substantial gains in the dark energy figure of merit. For example this would increase
the FOM from supernovae in combination (hence from purely geometric probes) by a
factor of almost 5, due to degeneracy breaking. In the next decade, a further order of
magnitude improvement will be possible with the 104 systems expected to be detected
and measured with LSST and Euclid. To fully exploit these gains, three priorities are to:
• Support the development of techniques required for the accurate analysis of the
data.
• Transform small robotic telescopes (1-4m in diameter) into a high cadence, long
term dark energy monitoring experiment (non-exclusive use) to keep up with the
discoveries.
• Support high resolution imaging capabilities, such as those enabled by the James
Webb Space Telescope and next generation adaptive optics systems on large ground
based telescopes.
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Current blind analyses of time delay distances [152, 153, 154] demonstrate the ma-
turing power of strong lensing as a dark energy probe. Figure 7 illustrates the current
cosmological leverage from a mere two time delay distances (left panel) and the maturity
of modeling the gravitational lens (center and right panels). Moreover, the observed time
delays can give signatures of microlensing from dark matter substructure along the line
of sight, making this method a probe of dark matter properties as well. The Snowmass
white paper Dark Energy with Gravitational Time Delays [155] gives greater detail on
this new dark energy probe.
observed reconstructed
Figure 7: [Left panel] 68% and 95% confidence limits on the dark energy equation of state w and the
curvature Ωk for WMAP7 combined with just two time delay distances, compared to other probes,
showing the high complementarity of strong lensing. Observed HST [center panel] and reconstructed
[right panel] image of a strong lens. The lens model reproduces to high fidelity tens of thousands of data
points providing extremely tight constraints on the mass model of the deflector and thus on cosmological
parameters. Figures from [153, 156].
The main challenge currently for strong lensing as a cosmological probe is the small
sample size; this will be greatly ameliorated by DES and LSST, and in that era the
scarcity will be in follow up with high resolution imaging. On the systematics side, once
we move below 5% precision then accurately accounting for the projected mass, e.g.
through using large ray tracing simulations to calibrate the convergence for a field with
the observed galaxy density, will require careful attention.
5.3. Gravitational Wave Sirens
We are on the verge of a new era of gravitational wave (GW) astronomy. It is widely
expected that the coming few years will witness the first direct detection of GWs. A
network of ground-based observatories, composed of the LIGO and Virgo detectors, are
currently being upgraded to “advanced” sensitivity. Once operational, these detectors
are expected to observe a significant stellar mass compact binary merger rate (perhaps
dozens per year; e.g., [157, 158]). All being well, the second half of the current decade
should see routine ground-based GW observations of binary coalescences. The launch
of a space based GW antenna would extend the GW window to low frequencies and
probe processes involving supermassive (M & 105M) black holes. GWs were recently
selected as part of the ESA cosmic vision science program, with a nominal launch date
of a mission such as eLISA in 2034.
Standard sirens are gravitational wave sources for which the absolute luminosity dis-
tance and redshift can be determined, and are thus the GW analog to standard can-
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dles [159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167]. Standard sirens are of particular interest
because they take advantage of the simplicity of black holes (which are understood from
a basic physics perspective, and are fully described by mass, spin, and charge) to provide
an absolute distance, allowing measurements to cosmological scales without the use of
distance-ladders or phenomenological scaling relations.
As first pointed out by [159, 160], by measuring the gravitational waveform during the
inspiral and merger of a binary it is possible to make a direct and absolute measurement
of the luminosity distance to a source. This is because the physics underlying the inspiral
of a binary due to GW emission is well described and understood in general relativity.
These sources thus offer an entirely independent and complementary way to measure
the evolution history of our Universe. Standard sirens are physical, not astrophysical,
measures of distance.
Multi-messenger astronomy is crucial to unlock the power of these binary sources.
An important limitation of GW binaries is that they do not provide the redshift to the
source; the redshift is degenerate with the binaries’ intrinsic parameters. However, if an
electromagnetic counterpart to a binary inspiral event is identified, it is then possible to
measure the redshift independently.7 In addition, by determining the exact location of
the source on the sky, the fit to distance is significantly improved. In short, gravitational
waves provide absolute distance while electromagnetic measurements provide redshift,
and the combination makes it possible to put a very accurate point on the distance–
redshift curve. A binary inspiral source coupled with an electromagnetic counterpart
would therefore constitute an exceedingly good cosmological standard siren.
There are three standard siren cases of particular interest: 1. stellar mass compact
binaries detected by ground-based GW observatories, 2. supermassive binary black holes
detected by space-based GW observatories, and 3. stellar mass compact binaries detected
by space-based GW observatories. We discuss them briefly below:
1. The advanced LIGO/Virgo network is expected to begin operating within the
next few years. One of the most promising sources for these ground-based observatories
is the inspiral and merger of binaries consisting of neutron stars and/or black holes.
These sources will be detected to ∼ 350 Mpc, and the event rates are thought to be
in the range of 0.1–1000/year for both double neutron star and neutron star-black hole
systems [169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175]. There has been much activity recently
exploring the possibility of electromagnetic counterparts to these events. For example, it
is conceivable that the radioactive powered ejecta of r-process elements will produce an
isotropic optical/infrared counterpart to the merger (a “macronovae” or “kilonovae”).
A particularly exciting multi-messenger source for ground-based GW observatories is
the inspiral and merger of a stellar-mass compact binary associated with a short/hard
gamma-ray burst (GRB). We know these GRBs exist and that they occur in the local
Universe. In addition, there is growing evidence that they are associated with binary
inspiral (i.e., double neutron star or neutron star–black hole systems), and if this is the
case, then we know that they would be detectable by a network of ground-based GW
detectors with advanced LIGO sensitivity [176].
If these sources are observed in both the GW and the EM spectra, we can ask how
well they can be used as standard candles [162, 165, 167]. Fig. 8, taken from [167], shows
7As emphasized by [159, 168], it is also possible to do this in a statistical fashion, rather than
identifying redshifts of individual sources.
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Figure 8: H0 measurement uncertainty as a function of the number of multi-messenger (GW+EM)
double neutron star merger events observed by an advanced LIGO-Virgo network. The dashed line
shows Gaussian convergence.
that 20 events would provide a 3% measurement of H0. This improves to 1% if the
sources are beamed, as would be expected for GRBs. Although, as was shown in [165],
the distance-inclination degeneracy compromises the utility of individual sources, the
posterior probability distribution function for an ensemble of sources sharply mitigates
this. This arises precisely because of the strong non-Gaussianity in the distance uncer-
tainties due to the degeneracy. This measurement of H0 would provide one of the best,
and of greater import, one of the cleanest and most direct estimates of the age of the
Universe.
2. Space-based gravitational wave observatories are sensitive to supermassive binary
black hole coalescences out to very high redshift (z ∼ 10). If we are able to independently
determine redshift, we could use these systems as standard sirens to provide a powerful
complementary cosmological probe [161]. Weak lensing compromises the utility of indi-
vidual sources at high redshift, but for sufficient statistics the lensing effects average out,
and precision cosmology is possible.
3. Extrapolating to the distant future, a space-based decihertz gravitational-wave
mission, such as the Big Bang Observer, would constitute a truly revolutionary cosmology
mission, measuring the equation-of-state of the dark energy and the growth of structure
to a precision comparable to that of all other proposed dark energy/cosmology missions
combined [163].
5.4. Active Galactic Nuclei Radius-Luminosity Relationship
5.4.1. Overview and current status
The most luminous Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) can be detected across much of the
observable Universe, and the spectral properties of most are remarkably uniform. These
two properties have motivated many attempts to find ways to use them as standard
candles [177, 178, 179, 180]. One promising technique that has been shown to yield a
reliable luminosity distance indicator for AGN [181] is to utilize the relationship between
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the radius of the AGN broad line region (BLR) and the continuum luminosity [182,
183]. The BLR consists of high-velocity gas clouds that surround the supermassive black
hole at the center of the AGN. These gas clouds are photoionized by radiation from
the immediate vicinity of the black hole, and thus the distances at which these gas
clouds produce emission in various lines are determined by the intensity of the ionizing
continuum. The naive physical expectation is that the radius R for a particular broad
emission line should be proportional to the square root of the luminosity L1/2, since the
flux declines as the inverse square of the distance from the center.
While the BLR is spatially unresolved, the radius of the BLR can be measured with
the technique of reverberation mapping [184, 185]. Reverberation mapping takes advan-
tage of the intrinsic continuum variability of AGNs and that this continuum photoionizes
the BLR. As the continuum varies in luminosity, the luminosities of the broad emission
lines in the BLR also change, and the time lag τ between the continuum and line varia-
tions is due to the light travel time to the BLR. Measurement of this time lag provides
the radius R = cτ of the BLR, and this in turn can be used to predict the intrinsic
luminosity from the radius-luminosity relation.
Time lags for ∼ 50 moderate-luminosity AGNs with z < 0.3 have been made to
date (see [186] for a recent reanalysis.) These lag measurements are typically based on
continuum and spectroscopic observations on at least 30 epochs, a cadence that is on
order five times smaller than the lag or shorter, and few percent flux uncertainties in the
line and continuum. With a careful consideration of all of the observational uncertainties,
as well as accurate subtraction of the host galaxy starlight, the best fit for the radius-
luminosity relation has a power-law slope of 0.533+0.035−0.033 [183]. This result is based on
AGNs that span four orders of magnitude in luminosity and is in good agreement with
the expectation that the BLR is photoionized by the continuum.
The intrinsic scatter in the radius-luminosity relationship for the best reverberation
data is ∼ 0.11 dex, which is not much larger than the typical uncertainty of ∼ 0.09
dex in the data [187]. The current uncertainties in an “AGN Hubble Diagram” for a
larger number of AGNs have a root mean square scatter of 0.13 dex after two outliers
are excluded [181, 183]. Based on a reduced χ2 analysis, nearly half of the total scatter
appears to be due to observational uncertainty. These estimates suggest that the scatter
can be reduced to 0.08 dex or 0.20 mag in distance modulus [181].
5.4.2. Prospects for improvement
One important, next step is to demonstrate that the uncertainties can be substan-
tially reduced for a larger sample of nearby objects. The main requirement is more
observations to produce better-sampled light curves, which would help eliminate incor-
rect lags due to aliasing or long-term variations. Other areas for improvement include
reliable extinction corrections, better distance estimates for the nearest AGNs, more pre-
cise flux calibrations, and models to relate the variation in the observed continuum to
the variation in the ionizing continuum. Many month-long campaigns at 1-m to 3-m
class telescopes over the last few years [188, 189] have gradually increased the number of
AGNs with higher-quality observational data and begin to provide a dataset with which
observational uncertainties can be minimized. A key advantage of AGNs is that since
they do not substantially dim with time over human timescales, these long-term studies
can eliminate AGNs with uncertain extinction corrections, ambiguous lag measurements,
and other potential complications.
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The greatest potential for the radius-luminosity relationship is the application of these
same techniques to higher redshifts because the most luminous AGNs are several orders
of magnitude brighter than the most luminous supernovae. The two main challenges to
the application of this relationship to higher-redshift AGNs are: 1) The radius-luminosity
relationship must be measured with different emission lines and calibrated for different
continuum regions than have been used for low-redshift studies; 2) The most readily
observable AGNs are the most luminous, and these also have the greatest lags (a problem
that is compounded by time dilation). Low-redshift studies have concentrated on the
prominent Hβ emission line at 486 nm, yet by z ∼ 0.6 this line has redshifted out of
the range of easy observation. There are numerous other rest-frame UV lines that are
accessible in higher-redshift AGNs, but only a few have been studied with reverberation
mapping [190, 191], although microlensing studies of gravitationally-lensed QSOs do
support the existence of a radius-luminosity relationship for the CIV broad emission
line at 155 nm [192]. Substantial, new data will be required to demonstrate that any
of these other emission lines can ultimately lead to comparably small scatter, and that
evolutionary effects are either negligible or can be corrected. Another consideration is
that the radius-luminosity relationship implies that the time lags could be as long as
several years for the most luminous objects, particularly those that would be easiest to
detect at the highest redshifts, and thus observational campaigns will similarly require
at least several years of data acquisition. Aliasing due to seasonal gaps in the data
acquisition will also need to be addressed. One advantage is that the observing cadence
is also slower, so less time is required in any one season. Another advantage is that the
corrections for host galaxy starlight are less significant for the rest-frame UV continuum.
A final, potentially unique advantage of AGNs is that the same methodology can be
applied across the entire observable Universe.
Substantial progress with high-redshift reverberation-mapping campaigns appears
possible in the next few years thanks to both large, synoptic imaging surveys and multi-
object spectrographs with sufficient field of view to observe many AGNs at once. Two
current surveys that aim to study many new AGNs, including AGNs at higher redshifts,
are DES and BOSS. DES aims to combine higher cadence photometric monitoring with
lower cadence spectroscopy over the course of five years. These data will be used to
estimate the radius-luminosity relationship for several emission lines in QSOs up to red-
shift four. BOSS plans to use slightly more spectroscopic epochs over a shorter period of
time to accomplish similar aims, although directed more toward lower redshift and lower
luminosity AGNs with shorter lag times. A key factor in the success of both surveys
will be the quality of their data, particularly the relative flux calibration of spectroscopic
data obtained through fiber optics cables. If these surveys meet their data quality goals,
the results should begin to quantify the competitiveness of the radius-luminosity relation
as a distance indicator at high redshift.
LSST offers unique and exciting opportunities to extend reverberation/mapping stud-
ies at all redshifts and for a much broader range in luminosity. The LSST cadence is
well suited to determine time lags for most AGNs of at least moderate luminosity, and
the fraction of the sky that is nearly circumpolar offers an excellent opportunity to
avoid aliasing. The combination of excellent flux calibration and multi-wavelength pho-
tometry, combined with the extraordinarily large sample size, also offers the prospect
for reverberation-mapping with broad-band photometry alone [193]. Superb, multi-
wavelength photometry, combined with a subset of AGNs with particularly strong emis-
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sion lines, may lead to robust separation of the continuum and line intensity variations
with photometric data alone.
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